MSS September GC Meeting  
09/23/2021 from 7-8:30 p.m. CT

**Actions Taken**
- (GCAI) House Firearm Reform Bills: Motion to reach back out and ask for additional information. This is out of scope for testifying. Motion passes.
- (GCAI) MSS Speaker Roles in Resolution Reviews: Motion to include as a consideration for the IOP task force. Point out the Parli Pro for reference. Motion passes.
- (GCAI) A Report on Modern Solutions for a Multi-Platform and Nationally Available eHR (eMR) System: Motion to allow CHIT to self-generate a report on this topic. Motion passes.

**Topics Discussed**
- Revamp the website so students can understand and engage with MSS
- MSS GRAF and ALO coordinated kickoff event prior to National Advocacy Week with Region Policy Chairs
- Physicians of the Future Summits are officially virtual
- Rolled out standardized process for Standing Committee events
- MSS Speakers are planning regional Parli Pro sessions in advance of N-21
- MSS Speakers will lead IOP/ETF meetings starting next week
- MSS Delegates are working on the Delegate Report